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DATA-DRIVEN ADAPTIVE LEARNING
ENVIRONMENT FOR PROJECT-BASED
CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING
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of the underlying models as well as their presentations.
Usually, adaptations can be performed only at the beginning of a game session or at predetermined points that
are chosen arbitrarily with manual help. Furthermore, the
type of adaptation that goes into eﬀect at a particular
point in the session is hardwired to the types of observed
user responses. Such a deterministic mapping between
the responses and adaptations totally ignores the multiple causes (and the associated adaptations) that may be
responsible for the observed responses. Moreover, the
adaptation presentations are restricted to make changes
within a single game scenario and do not allow arbitrary
navigation among diﬀerent game scenarios. These limitations severely hamper the beneﬁts that can be obtained by
incorporating adaptations into serious games.
We propose a novel framework called intelligent serious
games (ISG ), using a phased, control-theoretic adaptive
framework where training and educational data analyses
[6], [11] are both continually adapted based on observed
student behaviour. In an ISG, the data analyses results
are used to adapt the game content and the presentation
of the scenarios on-the-ﬂy, as well as to validate the predictions. Thus, the ISGs are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from
earlier game adaptation eﬀorts since they allow various
adaptations to be automatically tested within the game
itself to determine their eﬃcacy. The ISGs are also diﬀerent from intelligent tutoring and other adaptive learning
systems in terms of the adaptation presentations since they
allow dynamic adaptation across scenarios by arbitrarily
changing simulation time and state [12].
In this paper, we describe an ISG called the Virtual
Bridge Constructor (V BC), where decisions are made by
students on behalf of a construction supervisor to build
a single span bridge. The VBC was used by two groups
of 40 students whose performance in a play session was
measured in terms of the cost and the schedule for building
the bridge. The VBC analysed the collected data to identify student learning patterns and hypothesize the likely
causations for suboptimal performance. Based on subsequent ranking of the hypotheses, the game content and
the data analyses were adapted on-the-ﬂy so that student
performance is measurably improved. The experimental
results validated our central hypothesis that VBC can be
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that foster measurable learning without compromising the engaging
qualities of serious computer games are described. An ISG employs
a novel, multiphase approach to adapt, on-the-ﬂy, both the game
content and the data analyses software based on observed student
behaviours to improve the learning experience perceived by the
students. An ISG called Virtual Bridge Constructor where a student
makes decisions on behalf of a construction supervisor to build a
single span bridge was developed and tested with the help of several
high school and undergraduate engineering students. Analyses of the
test data validate our central hypothesis that the performance data
guided co-evolution of gaming software and data analyses in an ISG
improves student performance and their perceived knowledge gain.
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1. Introduction
An important requirement of serious computer games
[1]–[5] is to provide adaptive and assessment support similar to a traditional human-to-human teaching environment.
In an ideal teaching environment, a teacher continually
assesses where a student is at and where she/he should be
at the end of each tutoring session and adapts the lesson
plans and evaluation methods accordingly. Designing serious computer games that similarly adapt the training scenarios to improve learning without compromising engaging
game qualities can be highly beneﬁcial for learning aided
by current computational advances.
While the importance of adaptation in serious games
has been well recognized [2], [3], [6]–[10], current serious
games provide limited support for adaptations in terms
∗
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adapted on-the-ﬂy based on student behaviour to improve
their performance and their perception of knowledge gain
for building a single span bridge.

as a prescription that leads to the beginning of the next
adaptation cycle, when the prescription wears oﬀ. While
dynamic adaptivity is supported in hypermedia education
systems by allowing user attributes to be periodically
updated, however, these adaptations are not truly dynamic
since the schedule of these updates is determined statically
in an arbitrary manner [13]. Furthermore, in the VBC
adaptivity model, the mapping from user attributes to
adaptations is not hardwired. In fact, several candidate
mappings are formulated as hypotheses and tried. Thus,
the mapping from update to adaptation presentation itself
is adaptable in VBC.
Most importantly, VBC takes adaptation one step
even further, by providing adaptivity in the choice of the
functions used to analyse user responses in a particular
adaptation phase of the game session. The VBC adaptation of model is similar to [16] in terms of supporting a
community-based adaptation by automatic detecting user
subgroups by using clustering methods. Adaptation presentation in the VBC not only requires creation, deletion,
and hiding of new multimedia elements including audios,
videos, and avatars similar to those in the hypermedia
courses, but it also involves careful rollback of parameterized simulation states to formulate incremental solution
plans to make progress in the game.

2. Related Work
Adaptation and assessment play a key role in intelligent
hypermedia education systems where usually courses are
customized based on user preferences, learning styles, skills,
goals, etc., to maximize learning outcomes. Adaptation
presentations in these systems typically involve the manipulation of web-based education components such as selective inclusion and deletion of links, ordering of course
elements, modiﬁcation of media formats, presentation
modes, navigation paths, etc. Adaptations are performed
usually with guidance obtained from either explicit user
inputs or based on computational analyses of user responses and browsing behaviours. Please see [13] for an
excellent survey. While assessments have typically been
local to the intelligent hypermedia education systems, a
framework to integrate them with learning management
systems to leverage the assessment capabilities of the latter
is discussed in [13].
Adaptation and assessment methods have also been
incorporated into games [2], [3], [6]–[10]1 to enhance their
education potential. Games such as [2], [3], [6], [7], [9], [10]
support very limited adaptation models that allow players
to conﬁgure each play session in terms of their roles, skills,
and objectives. The available scoring mechanisms are used
for assessment in these games. A more elaborate adaptation model described by Moreno-Ger et al. [8] based on
a ﬁnite-state machine-based gaming model allows adaptations to be performed by checking and modifying certain
states and transitions identiﬁed by an instructor. Whilee
assessment mechanisms are typically hardwired into games,
integrating games as learning objects into learning management systems to improve the assessment mechanisms
in games has also been considered in [8].
The VBC is somewhat similar in spirt to that of [8]
in that it attempts to incorporate adaptivity into a civil
engineering game to enhance its pedagogical value. However, VBC game engines are based on the User Interface/Control object/Model (UCM) [14], [15] architecture,
which supports an inﬁnite number of states in comparison
to the ﬁnite state machines used in [8], which is crucial to
handle event-based and parameterized scenarios common
in serious games [1], [7], [9], [10], [12]. Furthermore, the
adaptation model in VBC is much more general than that
supported in all of the above serious games since it automatically discovers adaptations and also the points in the
game session where these should be applied.
The adaptation model of VBC, based on a three-phase
control, is much more ﬂexible and dynamic than that used
in earlier hypermedia education systems and games. Every
VBC game session is an inﬁnite series of adaptations one
after another in the steady state. The use of such a controlbased approach enables the timing of the adaptation to be
fully dynamic in a game session. Each adaptation is viewed
1

3. Virtual Bridge Constructor Architecture and
Bridge Game
The VBC system architecture Fig. 1 has a modular structure with four basic components namely: (a) game-based
trainer, (b) sequence data miner, (c) integration layer, and
(d) knowledge bases (KBs).

3.1 Trainer
The UCM [14], [15] , commonly used to design gamebased trainers, consists of three layers – i) an interface
layer to control elements such as buttons, dials, gauges,
equipment, and movie clips, etc.; ii ) a control layer that
includes mechanisms for coordinating interface elements
and mediates the user interface with the simulation model;
and iii ) a model layer that includes computations and
processes required to realize the functionality in the simulation model. User responses are captured by the interface
layer including the values of the diﬀerent interface elements
(and their states) and communicated to the control layer,
which interprets the responses based on the state of the
interface elements and generates the appropriate actions
for the simulation model. The model layer incorporates
these actions into the current model conﬁguration in the
available solution plan and moves the model to the next
conﬁguration. The actions are used by the scorer module
to generate a score for the user response. The score and the
scenario corresponding to the new model conﬁguration are
sent to the control layer, which generates interface updates
to display the next scenario to the user. The process is
repeated on receiving the next user response.

More details are in http://www.educationarcade.org/
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Figure 1. (a) Architecture; (b) WBS failure scenario; (c) education module for sheet piles; and (d) sheet pile pre-survey.
the associated knowledge components used to generate the
scenario and the score and other related function values
computed by the miner. Accesses to the user response
KB are performed by the miner and are managed by the
integration layer.
The phase controller divides the operation of the VBC
into three phases, namely, prediction, validation, and
prescription phases. VBC starts in prediction phase
where scenarios are generated by the trainer based and
scored without any interaction with the miner. The miner
analyses each user response until it detects a stable and
discernible sequence of responses. Upon this, the miner
formulates hypotheses predicting future scenarios that are
most likely to improve learning, which are communicated
to the trainer, transitioning VBC into validation phase.
The hypotheses aﬀect adaptations to both the simulation
model and the interface layer. First, in the model layer,
the knowledge components referred to in the hypotheses are identiﬁed. User responses in the solution plans
that are not connected with these knowledge components

3.2 Miner
It consists of a collection of processes and computations to
analyse user responses and correlate them to the knowledge components. It comprises of two modules, namely,
i) data, noise, and stability analyser and ii ) a hypotheses generator. The ﬁrst module has a library of customizable routines to measure score of individual response and
discernibility of a sequence of responses, cluster responses,
etc. The hypothesis generator module contains routines
that can formulate a set of hypotheses based on user
responses. It also has routines that can validate a set of
hypotheses against a sequence of user responses and check
the conformance of user responses against a set of validated
hypotheses.
3.3 Integration Layer
It consists of user response KB and the phase controller.
KB records user responses to each scenario along with
3

include one or more education modules, where students
receive instruction about relevant concepts through videos
and are then tested to assess their ability to apply acquired
knowledge instead of rote memory recalls. An education
module testing the amount sheet piles required depicted
in Fig. 1(c). One of the WBS modules, cast in place
superstructure (CIP), consists of 5 sub-modules. These
sub-modules must also be sequenced correctly and then
completed individually. Suboptimal decisions in any activity of a play session results in cost and schedule penalties,
which are used in scoring a student’s performance. The
prompter, consultant, and the superintendent avatars are
available throughout a game to provide guidance.

are pruned so that scenarios based on these knowledge
components are only generated. The pruned actions
are communicated to the control layer, which then suitably adapts the interface elements. This may involve
adding/removing certain simulation elements. The behaviour of the miner in the validation phase is diﬀerent
from that in the prediction phase. Each user response to
a scenario with the concerned hypothesis is analysed to
determine the trend, if any, in the cumulative beneﬁt due
to this scenario. Hypotheses showing signiﬁcant promise
for improving learning objectives are considered validated
and are ranked. Upon determining a validated set of hypotheses, the phase controller transitions the VBC to the
prescription phase. In the prescription phase, the trainer
is adapted to generate scenarios based on the top ranked
hypotheses. VBC transitions to the prediction phase upon
reaching a stable sequence of user responses. A stable
sequence of user responses in the prescription phase indicates that the prescription has produced the desired eﬀect
or that it has worn oﬀ. In either case, VBC enters the next
adaptation cycle beginning with the prediction phase.

4. Virtual Bridge Constructor Data Analyses
The VBC and SQLite database version 3.0 were installed
on IBM Windows 7 desktops having 4GB RAM. VBC
runs in the client–server mode with the trainer located
in the clients. Forty high school juniors from across the
state, attending an academy for students inclined towards
engineering and/or information sciences, were selected randomly on a ﬁrst come ﬁrst serve basis to play VBC. The
group consisted of 60% male and 40% female students.
After completing a demographic and skill questionnaire, each participant went through three main phases:
a pre-quiz, the play session, and a post-survey, and data
were collected in all three phases. The pre-quiz assessed
the construction engineering knowledge and familiarity
through 25 interactive simulation questions. For example, a pre-quiz question for ﬁnding (using calculator) the
amount of sheet piles of certain type needed to build a
bridge can be seen in Fig. 1(d). The data collected in
the pre-quiz consisted of 25 tables, with following common
schema.
(“Uname”, “Answer”, “Attempts”, “Start_time”,
“End_time”, “Duration”, “Click_donotknow”)
Uname is the unique identiﬁer given to each participant. Answer stores the answer given by the participant
and the Attempts records the number of attempts used
by the participant before getting the correct answer where
each question was allowed 3 attempts. Start_time and
End_time record the start and end times for each question, respectively. The duration records the time taken
in seconds. Some of the questions consisted of a “Do not
know” button that can be used by the participant if he/she
does not know the answer. This information was recorded
under the ﬁeld Click_donotknow. Using the information
from the login and sign-up stage, the username and the
demographic data (personal details, education details, and
work experience data) were also recorded in KB.
The pre-quiz scores were used to adapt the play session
by setting the expected time duration for each activity in
each module, the level of detail in education modules, as
well as to weigh the penalty for wrong choices. Novice
players were penalized lesser than those professing higher
skills. Then, each participant started the game trying to
organize the tasks in the WBS activity.
KB recorded the data in the play session using
21 tables. During the WBS and CIP activities, start time

3.4 Single Span Bridge Game
In VBC, a player has to make resource decisions to build
a single span bridge with optimal cost and time. The
game consists of eight modules developed using animations, voices, texts, and educational modules. Each play
session requires a student to plan and complete all these
modules one after another. The ﬁrst activity at the start
of the game is to organize the eight modules of the project
correctly into a work breakdown sequence (WBS ). Three
avatars provide guidance in completing this activity and
others. A prompter avatar directs the student to the next
component in the sequence. On a successful choice, an
animated video shows the progress made in constructing
the bridge. The consequences of a failed choice are also
visually shown. For instance, choosing beams component
(Beams ) instead of the sheet piles component (Spiles )
results in beams crashing into the river as depicted in
Fig. 1(b). A consultant avatar provides solutions at a
cost throughout this activity and others. A superintendent avatar arrives at the location of failure, mandates
the player to ask the consultant to understand a failed
choice such as why the beam placement failed, and choose
the correct alternative. The number of consultant hits
measures a player’s performance in a session. Higher performing sessions have smaller number of hits. Currently,
each session is initialized so that the consultant avatar is
invoked as soon as a student commits an error.
The subsequent activities in a session involve completing each of the eight modules of the WBS in order. The
ﬁrst module, Mobilize, serves as a tutorial for the others.
The student is directed through a sequence of decisions
that are typical of all modules. The tutorial ends with the
animated delivery of a jobsite trailer and the construction
of temporary road across the river.
To complete the remaining modules, a student must
make their own resource decisions involving equipment,
personnel, and material selections. These modules also
4

Figure 2. (a) Consultant hits for WBS and CIP and (b) WBS consultant usage groups.
when the activity was begun, end time when the student completed the activity, and the consultant hits were
recorded. During the education modules, start time, end
time, and number of wrong attempts for each task were
recorded. Finally, the total cost and the total number of
days were recorded for each player at the end of a play session. We also recorded every mouse click in a play session.
Here is an example of a portion of the data recorded in
WBS activity; the data shows that the player ﬁrst selected
beams (which was a wrong choice), was forced to select
consultant support, and then selected excavation and
pipepiles, respectively. The system time and the system
millisecond count for each click are also recorded as shown.

Spiles∼73.65|147.30|1.67|88.00|20.00|88.00|1760.00
∼9:43AM∼314993042
4.1 Results
To illustrate the eﬀectiveness of our three-phased adaptation approach, we focussed on the correct sequencing of
tasks in the WBS and CIP activities, which are crucial to
obtain a good overall understanding of single span bridge
construction. However, we should emphasize that VBC
automatically discovered adaptations in other modules and
these were equally eﬀective as well.

“Beams∼8:43 AM∼311425004; Consultant∼8:43 AM

4.1.1 Consultant Hit Metric

∼311433733; Excavation∼8:43 AM∼311445624;

The performance of the players in these two activities is
calculated as a function of duration, hints, and education
module accesses that the players take to place each task
in its correct position. If the function outputs a value
that is more than a threshold that is conﬁgured based
on the player skill level, then the player has used too
many resources despite correctly completing the task. This
suboptimal performance manifests on the interface as a
consultant hit. A wrong placement, of course, results in
a consultant hit. The aggregate number of consultant hits
in each activity and the number of consultant hits per task
per activity measured player performance in the WBS and
CIP activities.

Pipepiles”
An example of the part of the data recorded for the
next play session stage where each module in the Data
after WBS completion is given below; the data shows that
student ﬁrst selected the equipment crane, an excavator, an
operator, two laborers, pipe-piles, and then ﬁnally removed
the excavator.
“clicked∼Equipment_Crane∼8:47 AM∼311681036;
clicked∼Equipment_excavator∼8:49 AM∼311793150;
clicked∼Personnel_Operator_WF∼8:50 AM∼311841517;
clicked∼Personnel_Laborer_HM∼8:50 AM∼311842674;

4.2 Aggregate Hits without Adaptation

clicked∼Personnel_Laborer_HM∼8:50 AM∼311843622;
clicked∼Material_Pipepile∼8:51 AM∼311911164;
Removed∼Equipment_excavator∼9:02 AM∼312571351;”

The aggregate number of consultant hits in the WBS and
CIP activities was measured without any adaptation to
analyse the performance of students in these activities, in
general.
The number of consultant hits for the players for the
WBS activity is depicted in Fig. 2(a). The box plots show
that the number of consultant hits in the WBS was in the
range 1–13 with median number of hits around 5. The
number of consultant hits for the CIP was in the range 1–8
with the median number of hits around 4. Two outliers

In the education modules, answers of each attempt
are recorded along with the corresponding times. A small
sample of data collected for the module in Fig. 1(c) is
given below; the data show that the student entered (or
calculated) 73.65, 147.30, . . . , 1760.00 as values for the
input boxes in that sub-module. These values are recorded
when the student clicks the submit button.
5

sub-optimal performance detected by the simulation model
based on the state variables and stored in database. All
VBC clients were made to wait via a barrier until every
player has completed the WBS. The consultant hit data
were clustered by the miner to produce the consultant hit
clusters to identify potential patterns of consultant usage
in the WBS sequencing. The K-means clustering algorithm
[17] was applied to obtain seven hit clusters. There were
three clusters with 10 or more elements that are displayed
in Fig. 3(a)–(c). The remaining four clusters each had less
than ﬁve elements and were deemed insigniﬁcant for further
analysis. The cluster in Fig. 2(a) consists of 10 players
with consultants hits in the range 0–7. Sequencing the CIP
module was the main bottleneck since the peak number of
consultant hits occurred in this task for all the students
in this cluster. The cluster in Fig. 2(b) is similar except
that the bottleneck is the Spiles module. The cluster in
Fig. 2(c) with 13 students was the largest among all the
clusters. This was a high performance cluster having low
number of hits in the range 0–2 (except for one outlier).

in the CIP had about 9 and 12 consultant hits. The plots
also show that there was more consultant usage in the
WBS in comparison to that in the CIP, which could be
attributed to the larger number of component tasks to be
sequenced in the WBS. The data logged in the database
from the play sessions had several back-to-back consultant
hits without any component task selection for sequencing.
We believe that this may be due to interface characteristics,
particularly relating to the audio quality. These hits were
counted as a single hit while preprocessing the logged data
for analysis. Based on the WBS performance, the players
were classiﬁed into four buckets – A (0–3 hits), B (3–5
hits), C (5–8 hits), and D (higher than 8 hits). The ranges
for the CIP buckets were A (0–2 hits), B (3–4), C (5–8),
and D (higher than 8 hits). The number of players in each
bucket for the WBS and CIP activities is depicted in Fig.
2(b). The number of players in a bucket for the CIP closely
tracked those in the corresponding one for the WBS in all
cases except bucket C. The number of players in bucket C
for the CIP was higher than that in the WBS despite the
latter having more tasks to be sequenced.
We also studied the relative performance across these
two activities both of which assessed a player’s ability to
integrate several component tasks in the proper order by
analysing the percentage of players who transitioned from a
WBS bucket to the various CIP buckets. The performance
of players in bucket A with close to 0 consultant hits was
given the good rating, that of players in buckets B and
C (combined) with around median number of consultant
hits was given the meeting expectations rating, and those
in bucket D was given the needing improvement rating.
Our results about the player transitions, depicted in Fig.
4(a), showed that around 80% of players with needing
improvement rating in WBS received the good or meeting
expectations rating in CIP. Majority of players with good
or meeting expectations rating in the WBS were similarly
rated in the CIP. We attribute the improvement in the
sequencing of WBS to that of CIP to players getting
familiar with the interface since CIP sequencing follows
that of WBS during a play session. Surprisingly, no player
retained their good rating from WBS to CIP. This may
be attributed to the fact that the videos of WBS show
bridge construction at a higher level and perhaps aided
sequencing more than the detailed videos in the CIP.

4.3.2 Validation Phase
The validation phase resulted in diﬀerent adaptations at
each (group) of the clients based on the cluster to which
they belong. Therefore, each player(s) can potentially be
playing a customized version of the game at this phase.
Players belonging to the third low-hit cluster were deemed
to have successfully completed WBS and moved to the
remaining game modules. For the players in the ﬁrst two
clusters, a set of hypotheses explaining their sub-optimal
performance were formulated by miner. The adaptation
presentation forced these players to repeat WBS to validate
and rank the hypotheses.
As an example, hypotheses generated to explain bad
performance in the CIP-bottleneck cluster were as follows:
Hypothesis 1 : poor VBC user interface, Hypothesis 2 :
not knowing where to place CIP task in the sequence
in comparison to others, or Hypothesis 3 : inadequate
construction knowledge about CIP task in comparison
to the other WBS tasks. We derived these hypotheses
using predeﬁned ﬁrst-order logic error models [1] in the
KB for sequencing activities and adapted them for our
scenario.
To validate Hypothesis 1, the adaptation did not
make any interface changes, but it simply updated the
miner to compare the number of hits incurred in placing
CIP task to that in placing the other WBS tasks. The
subsequent data analyses determined that VBC interface
was not a likely cause of poor performance since several
players who had a high number of hits in placing the CIP
task had incurred a low number of hits in placing the
other tasks. Consequently, Hypothesis 1 was ruled out.
To validate Hypothesis 2, the miner was adapted so that
its routines analysed the “sharpness of the peaks” of the
hits for the CIP. There was no change to the interface with
the game being in the wait mode. The miner measured the
diﬀerence in the number hits for the CIP task with that for
tasks immediately preceding and following the CIP. It was

4.3 Three-phased Dynamic Adaptation
We describe the working of the three-phased dynamic
adaptation in the VBC in detail for the WBS sequencing
activity. The adaptation was similarly carried out to
improve player performance for CIP activity as well.
4.3.1 Prediction Phase
The players encountered the WBS sequencing activity, for
the ﬁrst time, in the prediction phase of the VBC. In this
phase, the control layer in the UCM recorded the current
WBS task that was being sequenced by the player and the
number of times the consultant avatar was invoked due to
6

Figure 3. Clusters with (a) CIP-bottleneck; (b) Spiles-bottleneck; and (c) Low hit usage.
4.3.3 Prescription Phase

inferred that the students knew where to place the tasks
immediately preceding and following CIP but were unsure
of the place of CIP in the sequence. Hence Hypothesis 2
was a deemed a likely cause.
To validate Hypothesis 3, the game sequence was
altered to force players to complete the CIP module
to evaluate their knowledge of the CIP. Only 6 out of
the 10 students in the CIP-bottleneck cluster completed
the CIP module with a high number of consultant hits.
Consequently, Hypothesis 3, was a likely cause for the
poor performance in WBS but it was accorded a lesser
rank than Hypothesis 2 since the validation threshold for
hypothesis 3 was set to 0.75, i.e., at least 8 out of 10
students must encounter a high number of consultant hits
in completing the CIP.
Note that in any normal bridge construction, mobilization of resources and excavation must precede CIP. Such
a signiﬁcant change was feasible only because of the loose
coupling of the VBC game modules to support adaptation.
The adaptation also changed the miner to collect data
about the performance of these players in the CIP module,
in terms of their performance in sequencing CIP tasks and
perform cross-validation with a threshold value of 0.75.
Note that if multiple hypotheses require adaptation
involving additional player interactions, VBC currently
sequentially validates hypotheses one at a time. It is
also possible to use diﬀerent players to validate diﬀerent
hypotheses. This could make it more eﬃcient to validate
hypotheses but would need suﬃcient number of players for
meaningful validation.

As before, the players were made to wait until all of them
completed the CIP sequencing and the hypotheses were
validated and ranked. In the prescription phase, the game
was rolled back to the WBS sequencing activity, whose
interface had been adapted with additional scaﬀolding to
aid the players in placing the CIP task. The consultant avatar was made to appear proactively in the WBS
sequencing when it was time to place the CIP. The associated audio ﬁles were dynamically changed to produce a
detailed explanation about the place of CIP in comparison to the other tasks. Note that these ﬁles were always
available at VBC whenever the consultant hits occurred at
CIP task placement. Their order of appearance was only
changed for the adaptation presentation. The adaptation
also changed the scoring to avoid penalties associated with
CIP task placements.
Note that providing additional scaﬀolding to improve
a learning activity is common in intelligent tutoring systems [18]. However, VBC was able to perform selective
scaﬀolding due to hypothesis ranking. For instance, it ignored other scaﬀolding choices such as relocating an education module, instructional videos related to the CIP modules as they were related to the overall knowledge of CIP
due to the low ranking of Hypothesis 3. The consultant
help could be provided either from the very beginning for
CIP or after some number of unsuccessful attempts. The
VBC prescription provided consultant after one attempt to
retain the ﬂexibility to learn from mistakes.
7

Figure 4. CIP-bottleneck prescription eﬀects on performance.

Figure 5. VBC features and perceived performance.

in the original data about all students and the updated
data were clustered again. Three of the four resulting
clusterings are depicted in Fig. 4. It can be seen from
the ﬁgure that around 80% of the students in the CIPbottleneck cluster have moved to one of the two good

The eﬀect of the prescription on improving learning
for the CIP-bottleneck cluster was measured by repeating
WBS sequencing for the members of the cluster for the
second time. Their performance was recorded as before.
This performance data replaced their older performance
8

clusters. Cluster 3 (original Spiles cluster) is unaﬀected.
A new cluster, not depicted in the ﬁgure, had bottlenecks
in beams and decking module placements and VBC enters
the next adaptation cycle to ﬁx these bottlenecks.
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